
 

 

Outfield Drills 
 

Over the shoulder drill 
Purpose: 
Helps outfielders on deep flyballs hit over their head and helps infielders on shallow flyballs in the outfield.  It gets 
them to get back on a ball as quickly and directly as possible. 

Setup: 
Have player facing you with you showing them the ball 

How to perform drill:  
Say go and have them dropstep (not backpedal or banana), run back and throw a ball over their head and have them 
run back to it and catch it.  

 

Shallow flyball & linedrive drill  
Purpose:  
It helps them see, read and catch balls that are hit in front of them in a game. 
 
Setup:  
Have player facing you at a distance of at least 30 feet or more 

How to perform drill:  
Have player run right at you.  Throw a short pop up or low line drive for them to have to come in on and make a low 
catch. 
 

Charging ground ball drill 
 Purpose:  
Works on a player charging and then breaking down using two step with throwing foot and then glove foot, so they 
stay in front of the ball, yet if done correctly they don't lose any momentum to make a strong throw. 
 
Setup:  
Have player facing you at least 50 feet or more away. 

How to perform drill:  
Roll or hit a ball at the fielder and have them charge in on it like they have to throw someone out at the plate and 
have them break down, not field off to the side.  

 
 
 



 

 

 
Find the fence drill 
Purpose:  
Works on player finding the fence early when there is time and then have them work in to the ball, taking the fence 
out of the equation.  Also gets them more comfortable catching balls near the fence.  

Setup:  
Start about 10-20 feet in front of fence or wall.  

How to perform drill:  
Let them go back toward the fence, and as they get close to the fence throw a pop up near the fence or wall and as 
they get close have them locate the fence with, preferably, their open hand and not their glove.   
 

Communication Drill 
Purpose:  
Works on players communicating with mine and take it.  It gets them use to which fielder has priority over the 
others and allows them to get better at reading when to take charge and make the catch and when to back off and let 
the other player make the catch. 
 
Setup:  
Place two or even three fielders at least 20 feet apart from each other. 

How to perform drill:  
Hit or throw a ball in between two of the fielders.  Have both players go after the ball hard and have one of them 
take charge by yelling mine and make the catch while the other moves behind the fielder to back him/her up while 
yelling take it. 
 

Ball against wall drill 
Purpose:  
Works on player picking up or scooping ball correctly and getting to their throwing position taking as little time and 
as few of steps as possible. 
 
Setup:  
Have player face you while they are about 10 to 20 feet away from the fence or wall. 

How to perform drill:  
Roll or throw ball over their head.  Wait for ball to slow down or stop before you say go for them to run back and 
retrieve it.  If the ball is still moving after it hits the wall or fence have them scoop the ball into their glove.  Never 
bare hand a moving ball.  If the ball is stopped, have them plant their throwing foot behind the ball for them to throw 
without taking any steps or at most one shuffle step.  Also make sure they look at the ball while they are picking it 
up and not looking at base or base runner and take the chance of missing ball on the first attempt which 
automatically gives the runner a triple instead of a double.  After they pick up the ball with their bare hand, make 
sure they don't put it back in their glove.  This lets them work on taking the ball straight to their throwing position, 
and thus saving time. 
 

 




